PRODUCT FOCUS
LANDSCAPING

SIKA® FASTFIX
ALL WEATHER
ALWAYS STRAIGHT
TO THE POINT

Sika® FastFix All Weather is
a self-setting paving jointing
compound that provides the ideal
solution to perfect pointing on
paving, paths and patios.
With a unique formula containing
Active Resin Technology for
advanced durability it is ready
to use with no mixing required,
easy to apply in all weather
conditions; even in the rain and
won’t shrink or crack over time.
Suitable for use on all joints from
just 20mm deep, Sika® FastFix
can be used for a range of
applications including footpaths,
stone setts, cobbles and Indian
sandstone paving slabs. Once
opened it can be stored in water
and reused to reduce waste.

FOR ALL JOINTS FROM
JUST 20MM DEEP

EASY TO APPLY
– FAST TO SET

UNIQUE FORMULA
CONTAINING ACTIVE
RESIN TECHNOLOGY
FOR ADVANCED
DURABILITY

ACTS AS A NATURAL BARRIER
FOR WEED GROWTH

NO WASTE – STORE AND
REUSE ONCE OPENED

NEW

NEW RANGE
OF COLOURS

COMING SOON

DARK BUFF
COMING SOON

DEEP GREY

CHARCOAL

FLINT

STONE

SGAN
562467
562468
626733
626734
626320
562467
562468

SIZE
14KG
15KG
15KG
15KG
15KG
14KG
15KG

COLOUR
GREY
BUFF
CHARCOAL
FLINT
STONE
DEEP GREY
DARK BUFF

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
1
5055492702234
1
5055492702241
1
5055492703125
1
5055492703118
1
5055492703101
1
5055492703637
1
5055492703644
COMING SOON

DARK BUFF

SIKACERAM®
FLOWFIX

SikaCeram® FlowFix is a high
performance porcelain paving
installation system, consisting
of a bonding primer and
jointing compound.
SikaCeram® FlowFix Bonding Primer is used
to provide an exceptional bond between
porcelain paving and the bedding mortar.
Mixed solely with water, SikaCeram® FlowFix
Bonding Primer is applied with a brush or roller
to the rear of the paving when laying, to
prevent the paving system breaking away
from the mortar bed.
SikaCeram® FlowFix Jointing Compound is
a controlled, cementitious flowable jointing
grout which is applied by mixing with water on
site. SikaCeram® FlowFix Jointing Compound
is poured over joints with ease and worked
into other exposed joints by squeegee. The
surplus is simply washed off after 30 minutes.
Once dry the surplus is simply washed off.
SikaCeram® FlowFix Jointing Compound is a
highly workable product that is non-permeable
once cured.
SikaCeram®-62 FlowFix
Bonding Primer

GREY

SikaCeram®-62 FlowFix
Bonding Primer

SikaCeram®-621 FlowFix
Jointing Compound

COMING SOON
SGAN
633196

SIZE
20KG

COMING SOON
COLOUR
GREY

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
1
5055492703286

A high strength primer that’s used to provide
an exceptional bond between porcelain
paving and bedding mortar. It’s fast and
easy to mix, applied by brush or roller to the
underside of paving and fully cures in 72
hours.

SGAN
633361

SIZE
20KG

MERCHANT INFORMATION
COLOUR BOX QTY
BARCODE
LIGHT GREY
1
5055492703255

A controlled, flowable porcelain grout, that’s
simply poured and squeegeed into paving
joints, for a fast and effective application.
Suitable for joints between 3–10mm wide
and 20mm in depth, SikaCeram® FlowFix
Jointing Compound cures in 60 minutes
to a non-permeable finish.*

SikaCeram®-621 FlowFix
Jointing Compound
COMING SOON

IVORY

COMING SOON

DARK GREY

COMING SOON

BUFF

LIGHT GREY

15M2
per 20kg bag
APPROX
COVERAGE

* Depending on site conditions

40M2

20
MM

per 20kg bag

NON
PERMEABLE

APPROX
COVERAGE

THICKNESS

HOW TO APPLY
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

Following the instructions, add water to
the high strength SikaCeram® FlowFix
Bonding Primer.

Mix the primer in a tub until a smooth
paste forms.

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Apply with a brush to the underside of the
porcelain flags.

Immediately after applying the primer,
lay the paving flag onto the mortar bed.

Tap down using a rubber mallet and check flag
is level. Cure for up to 72 hours.

STAGE 6

STAGE 7

Following the instructions, prepare your
substrate. Pre-wet the tiles but ensure there is
no standing water.

Mix SikaCeram® FlowFix Jointing Compound
with water using the measurements given in the
instructions.

Using an electric mixer, mix until a smooth liquid
forms. CAUTION: Adding too much water will
cause the mixture to split and make it unusable.

STAGE 8

STAGE 9

STAGE 10

Once mixed correctly, pour the compound into
the joints. Pour within 15 minutes of mixing.

Use a squeegee to guide the jointing compound
into exposed joints to obtain fill level.

Ensure the product has sufficiently hardened
before cleaning the surface of the flags with a
sponge and bucket.

Bonding Primer

Jointing Compound

		

WOOD CARE
Wood is a key material used
in many applications around
our homes and gardens. Its
versatility and appearance
make it incredibly popular
and ideal for use in a variety
of applications, from fences
and furniture, to floorboards
and roof joists. However, left
untreated, it’s vulnerable
to attack from rot, decay,
fungus, wood boring insects
and more.
The best protection against this is to treat
the wood with an HSE certified wood
preserver. It’s important to look for the HSE
number on the tin; as this confirms that the
product has passed the rigorous approval
criteria and is allowed to be classed as a true
preserver – meaning it actively penetrates
deeply into the wood to extend its lifespan
and defend against rot and decay etc.,
unlike wood paints, protectors or coatings
which simply act as a water-repellent.
Ideally, timber should be treated when it’s
first installed, and re-treated periodically
to avoid costly repairs. However, general
maintenance and plumbing work will often
reveal floor boards or joists which have
been exposed to leaks and developed
fungal growth or rot. Builders will need
to evidence that a certified treatment
has been applied (by providing the HSE
number from the tin) to combat the issue,
so that any newly installed timber will
not be cross-contaminated. Similarly,
wood used externally such and fences and
sheds are exposed to the elements and
need protection. Many wooden fences
are supplied “treated”, meaning they’ve
been pre-treated with a preservative to
protect against the above problems. But,
surprisingly, many sheds, summer houses
etc., are made from untreated timber,
which means they need protecting from
fungal attack with a certified preserver,
but they also require a waterproof
top-coat to protect from the weather
(e.g. paint or varnish).
Fortunately Everbuild have this taken care
of with a range of wood care products for
every condition.

Everbuild Triple Action Wood Treatment
SGAN
483185

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
CLEAR

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
5
5029347801038

Acting as both prevention and cure in one
tin; Triple Action Wood Treatment contains
3 active ingredients that:
• Kill wood boring insects, and stop wet
rot and dry rot.
• Protect timber against wet rot, dry rot,
staining, fungi and wood boring insects.
• Preserve and enhance the life span
of timber
HSE Certified, Triple Action Wood Treatment
can be used on most exterior and interior
wood and joinery which is out of ground
contact such as doors; furniture, window
frames, fences, sheds, joists, floorboards,
garden furniture, rafters etc. They can be
over painted, stained or varnished when dry.

Everbuild Wood Preserver
SGAN
482977

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
CLEAR

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347802035

Actively penetrates the wood to give long
lasting protection from damage caused by
wet rot, dry rot, decay and fungi. Plus, the
use of ultra lightfast pigments on the coloured
variants in the Everbuild range, give a visibly
deep and vibrant finish. They’re also HSE
Certified, fast drying and non-flammable;
and can even be applied to wet timbers!

Everbuild Woodworm Killer
SGAN
483790

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
CLEAR

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347610975

A ready to use treatment that actively kills
and protects against re-infestation of all
types and life stages of wood boring insects
and their larvae; specifically woodworm.
Plus it’s HSE Certified, fast drying, nonflammable, solvent free and low odour!

PAVING AND
SURFACE SEALERS
Paving can be expensive and
a big investment but can
quickly be ruined by spillages,
weathering, staining and other
day to day activities.
The most popular types of
paving are natural stone, block
paving and concrete,
all of which are porous
and prone to staining and
weathering.
To prevent imperfections,
paving needs to be sealed
using an appropriate sealer
for the paving type. This will
protect and keep the paving
in the best condition.

402 Water Seal
Water Repellent
SGAN
488954

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

405 Path & Patio Seal
Paving Sealer
MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347004255

A high performance transparent water repellent
specially formulated to prevent water penetration
on all mineral substrates such as brick, stone,
masonry, pebble dashed and rendering. Waterseal
is water based and not harmful to the user or the
environment, and it’s non-flammable.

SGAN
482656

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

BOX QTY
4

BARCODE
5 0 2 9 3 4 70 0 0 6 5 3

An acrylic coating used to seal and protect patios,
paths, natural stone, concrete and block paving
from the effects of water, petrol and fungal/green
growth. The milky solution dries to a clear hardwearing, water repellent film giving a low sheen slip
resistant finish.

8M2
WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

HIGH WATER &
RAIN RESISTANCE

QUICK CURING/
DRYING

APPROX
COVERAGE

WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

HIGH WATER &
RAIN RESISTANCE

5-8M2
EXTERIOR
USE

APPROX
COVERAGE

HARD
WEARING

Sika Patio Seal
Paving Sealer
SGAN
115338

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
CLEAR

Sika® Water Repel+
Water Repellent & Protector
MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5055047206354

A low-odour, water-based, acrylic coating that
is ideal for sealing and protecting patios, paths,
natural stone, concrete and block paving. Sika®
Patio Seal protects against the effects of water,
petrol and organic growth. The product dries to a
hard-wearing, water repellent film which gives a
slip-resistant finish.

SGAN
407296

SIZE
5LTR

WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5055047210986

A solvent-free, water repellent and protector for brick,
stone and masonry. Sika® Water Repel+ protects
against rainwater penetration without changing the
aesthetic appearance of the substrate.

SOLVENT
FREE

SGAN
100861
100862

SIZE
5LTR
25LTR

UV RESISTANT

SOLVENT
BASED

OVERPAINTABLE

HIGH WATER &
RAIN RESISTANCE

EXTERIOR
USE

5-8M2
HARD
WEARING

8M2
APPROX
COVERAGE

QUICK CURING/
DRYING

APPROX
COVERAGE

COLOUR
CLEAR
CLEAR

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
5604672000211
1
5604672000365
1

A one part solvent based water repellent
impregnation for absorbent cementitious substrates.
It penetrates well into the open pores of the
substrate, providing durable water repellency,
while still allowing water vapour diffusion in both
directions.

SOLVENT

SOLVENT
HIGH WATER &
RAIN RESISTANCE

COLOUR
–

Sikagard 700 S
Siloxane Based Water Repellent

Tarmac Restorer - Before

SURFACE
403
Concrete Hardener & Dustproofer

401
Brick & Patio Cleaner
SGAN
484097

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347004156

A fast acting acid based formula (9.5% strength)
that dissolves mortar and cement stains
and ingrained dirt and paint on most mineral
surfaces such as brick, concrete, paving flags and
earthenware.

CODE
488957

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347004354

Formulated from high quality silicate resins to both
harden and dustproof new and old concrete floors for
both internal and external use. It reacts chemically
with the lime content of concrete to form a hardwearing surface. CE Marked. Tested to BSEN1504-2.

SGAN
483195

APPROX
COVERAGE

SOLVENT

SOLVENT
FREE

SGAN
488959

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

QUICK CURING/
DRYING

5M2

SOLVENT

OVERPAINTABLE

APPROX
COVERAGE

SOLVENT
FREE

SOLVENT

Patio Wizard
Mould & Algae Treatment
MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347040758

A highly concentrated fast acting acid based formula
(18% strength) which dissolves mortar and cement
stains, ingrained dirt and most paints on mineral
surfaces such as brick, render and concrete.

SGAN
484818

SOLVENT

SOLVENT
FREE

APPROX
COVERAGE

COLOUR
–

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347606312

SGAN
486939
486951
486938

ANTI-FUNGAL
MOULD

INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR
USE

APPROX
COVERAGE

WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

SIZE
5LTR
25LTR
2.5LTR

COLOUR
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
5029347009151
4
5029347009137
1
5029347009120
6

A solvent based, full bodied black bituminous paint.
When dry, the product forms an odourless and taint
free black film suitable for metal protection, concrete
structures and overcoating wood and felt.

ANTI
MOULD

WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5029347601508

Everbuild 901 Black Bitumen Paint
Black Bitumen Paint for Metal Protection

Patio Wizard kills algae, green growth, mould
and fungi on patios, paths, driveways and all hard
surfaces. It is so easy to use, just apply and leave
to dry, no need for any washing off, scrubbing or
pressure washing. Supplied as a concentrate that
dilutes with water at 1:10 i.e. 5L makes 50L and 1L
makes 10L.

10M2
WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

5M2

INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR
USE

SOLVENT
FREE

407
Mortar Stain Remover

SIZE
5LTR

A microscopically fine polymer emulsion which
penetrates dusty/chalky and badly weathered
surfaces to leave a stable sound base for
decoration with paint, wallpaper, tiling etc.
Suitable for both interior and exterior use.

DAMP
RESISTANT

10M2
WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

406
Stabilising Solution

SOLVENT

EXTERIOR
USE

60M2

SOLVENT
BASED

5M2

APPROX
COVERAGE
WEATHER
PROOF

APPROX
COVERAGE

Tarmac Restorer - After

TREATMENTS
Sika® Brick & Patio Cleaner

Sika® Mould Buster
Mould & Algae Treatment
SGAN
174996

SIZE
5LTR

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5055047209096

COLOUR
–

A powerful, fast acting solution which is effective
on most surfaces. Sika® MouldBuster removes
algae, mould and green growth without the need for
scrubbing or pressure washing.

ANTI
MOULD

100M2

ANTI-FUNGAL
MOULD

APPROX
COVERAGE

SGAN
102476

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

Sikagard® -112
Mortar & Brick Cleaner

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5055047200581

A fast acting, acid based cleaning solution for
brickwork, concrete and paving. Sika® Brick &
Patio Cleaner contains a powerful formula that
dissolves mortar and cement stains, ingrained dirt,
efflorescence on mineral surfaces.

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5055047209850

A fast acting acid based solution that removes
concrete spills, waste and mortar. It provides an
excellent solution for cleaning brickwork and tools
easily along with removing hard to tackle limescale.

SOLVENT

10M2

SOLVENT

SOLVENT
FREE

APPROX
COVERAGE

SOLVENT
FREE

WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

10M2

WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP
WATER-BASED/
CLEAN UP

Sika® Dustproofer
Concrete Surface Hardener
SGAN
102470

SGAN
649545

SIZE
5LTR

COLOUR
–

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
4
5055047200611

A economic, ready to use dustproofer and concrete
surface hardener for concrete floors, paths and
driveways. Sika® Dustproofer is suitable for
hardening and dustproofing both old and new
concrete. CE Marked.

APPROX
COVERAGE

Tarmac Restorer

High Performance Surface Coating

CODE
488956

SIZE
5LTR

QUICK CURING/
DRYING

SOLVENT

3-6M2

SOLVENT
FREE

APPROX
COVERAGE

BOX QTY
4

BARCODE
5029347612856

A high performance surface coating specially
formulated to make tired old tarmac look just like
new. Tarmac Restorer provides a tough, durable, low
sheen finish which protects from weathering, oil and
petrol spills and unsightly plant and weed growth.
Tarmac restorer is easy to apply, provides long term
protection, reduces further tarmac repair needs and
restores the deep, black finish of your tarmac. As it
is quick drying, driveways can be used after only 4
hours of the product being applied.

4-6M2
INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR

COLOUR
BLACK

EXTERIOR
USE

HARD
WEARING

APPROX
COVERAGE

Everbuild Quick Mac
Tarmacadam Repair Compound
SGAN
489024

SIZE
25KG

COLOUR
BLACK

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
BARCODE
1
5029347603144

A high specification Tarmacadam repair compound
designed to repair roads, drives and footpaths. May
also be used for repairs around roadside ironwork.
Ready-to-use cold lay product, maximum 6mm
chip size for permanent compaction and instantly
trafficable.

DEPTH OF

30MM

0.5M

2

20-60
MM

APPROX
COVERAGE

FILL DEPTH

EXTERIOR
USE

TRAFFICABLE
INSTANTLY

SETTING
SAND
A easy to use, moisture curing jointing compound for
narrow joints. Sika® Setting Sand can be simply poured
or swept into joints before being saturated with water.
Provides perfect pointing for all types of block paving;
once cured, tit will not wash out, shrink or crack over time.

STAGE 1

Sika® Setting Sand
Narrow Paving Joint Filler
SGAN
442722

SIZE
20KG

COLOUR
BUFF

MERCHANT INFORMATION
BOX QTY
1

BARCODE
5055492700223

A moisture-curing jointing compound for narrow
joints. Faster than traditional methods, it can be
simply poured or swept into joints before being
saturated with water giving perfect pointing for all
types of block paving.

HARD
WEARING

STAGE 2

GAP FILLING

STAGE 3

SIKA IRELAND LIMITED
Sika House
Ballymun Industrial Estate
Dublin 11
D11 DA2V
Ireland

Contact
Phone +353 1 862 0709
Fax
+353 1 862 0707
E-Mail info@ie.sika.com
www.sika.ie
@SikaIreland

